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Description 

The  present  invention  relates  to  a  method  for 
automatically  sharpening  the  slide  surface  of  a 
skate  to  restore  the  sliding  surface  after  wearing  to 
a  desired  profile  with  regard  to  at  least  two  direc- 
tions  x  and  y  in  a  coordinate  system,  one  of  said 
directions  corredponding  to  the  longitudinal  direc- 
tion  of  the  slide  surface,  using  a  rotatable  grinding 
wheel,  said  grinding  wheel  being  movable  by  guide 
means  in  said  x-  and  y-directions.  The  invention 
also  relates  to  an  apparatus  for  automatically  shar- 
pening  the  slide  surface  of  a  skate  to  restore  the 
sliding  surface  after  wearing  to  a  desired  profile 
with  regard  to  at  least  two  directions  x  and  y  in  a 
coordinate  system,  one  of  said  directions  corre- 
sponding  to  a  longitudinal  direction  of  the  slide 
surface  comprising 

a  rotatable  grinding  wheel  for  grinding  said 
profile, 

driving  means  for  rotating  the  grinding  wheel, 
guide  means  for  providing  a  movement  of  said 

grinding  wheel  in  said  x-and  y-directions.  Such 
method  and  apparatus  are  known  from  US-A-3  735 
533. 

Advanced  skaters  and  experts  have  found  that 
the  individual  skate-style  demands  a  particularly 
formed  sliding  surface  of  the  skates.  The  sliding 
surface  can  be  regarded  as  a  grind  profile  -  the 
outer  contour  of  the  sliding  surface  in  a  latteral 
view  -  and  as  the  grind  cross  section  -  the  sliding 
surface  in  a  section  from  the  front.  Grind  profile 
and  grind  cross  section  do  not  need  to  be  symmet- 
rically  equal  for  right  and  left  skate.  It  has  also 
recently  been  discovered,  that  the  sliding  effect  of 
the  skate  increases  if  a  straight  sliding  surface  is 
ground  in  existing  grind  profile.  Thus,  the  sliding 
surface  is  unique  for  each  skater  and  demands, 
particularly  among  professional  skaters,  an  exten- 
sive  work  to  be  found  out  by  experiment. 

Particularly  in  connection  with  ice-hockey,  ban- 
dy  and  speed-skating,  it  has  been  discovered,  that 
the  sharpening  degree  of  the  sliding  surface  is  of 
importance  for  the  sliding  resistance  of  the  skate, 
i.e.  a  too  sharp  sliding  surface  yields  a  partially 
high  contact  pressure  tending  to  deform  the  ice  in 
a  way  unfavourable  for  the  sliding  resistance.  This 
deformation  depends  of  course  on  the  hardness  of 
the  ice  but  above  all  on  the  force  that  the  skater 
develops  during  the  skating. 

When  a  skater  has  found  the  grinding  adapted 
to  his  skating  and  the  ice  surface,  it  is  of  greatest 
importance,  that  the  grind  profile  and  the  grind 
cross  section  is  maintained  upon  renewed  shar- 
pening  of  the  sliding  surface. 

Skate  grinding  demands  today  more  or  less  an 
expert  who  manually  grinds  the  sliding  surface  of 
the  skate.  For  grinding  a  straight  sliding  surface  a 

number  of  "planning  models"  having  different  long 
straight  surfaces  exist.  The  exact  grind  profile  is 
impossible  to  obtain  or  maintain.  A  sliding  surface 
as  individually  formed  as  possible  can  with  this 

5  manual  method  be  produced  today. 
It  is  in  US-A-3,735,533  disclosed  an  automati- 

cally  operating  grinding  or  sharpening  machine  for 
skates.  This  machine  is,  however,  only  built  up  as  a 
coin-operated  automatic  machine  and  for  grinding 

io  two  skates  after  that  a  correct  number  of  coins  has 
been  inserted  into  a  coin-mechanism.  The  machine 
is  very  complex,  among  other  things  due  to  the 
fact  that  it  requires  a  multitude  of  controls.  It  can 
nevertheless  only  grind  in  accordance  with  a  fixed 

75  program  and  it  performs  only  hollow  grinding 
(concave  cross-section).  The  number  of  times  the 
grinding  wheel  performes  grinding  depends  on 
what  switch  has  been  set,  "good",  "fair"  or  "poor" 
and  that  a  correct  number  of  coins  has  been  in- 

20  serted.  The  grinding  direction  is  always  the  same. 
The  main  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 

provide  a  technique  allowing  an  automatically  per- 
formed  mechanical  sharpening  of  the  slide  surface 
of  a  skate  as  well  as  a  controlled  individual  change 

25  of  grind  profile  and/or  cross-section  of  the  skate. 
Another  object  of  the  invention  is  to  provide  a 

technique  allowing  an  optional  detailed  configura- 
tion  of  grind  profile  and  grind  cross-section.  A 
further  object  of  the  invention  is  to  provide  a  tech- 

30  nique  allowing  a  successful  sliding  surface  to  be 
maintained  upon  repeated  sharpening.  Still  another 
object  of  the  invention  is  to  provide  a  technique 
allowing  a  change  of  the  grind  profile  of  a  skate 
with  regard  to  the  positioning  of  a  desired  straight 

35  sliding  surface  with  minimum  machining  grinding 
on  the  skate  blade.  Still  another  object  of  the 
invention  is  to  provide  a  technique  that  can  be 
used  during  a  long  time  without  particular  service 
with  maintained  acceptable  ability  to  sharp  and 

40  change  the  grind  profile/grind  cross-section  of  the 
skate  blade. 

Said  objects  are  achieved  by  a  method  and  an 
apparatus  having  the  characteristics  stated  in 
claims  1  and  5,  respectively. 

45  Compared  to  above  mentioned  known  auto- 
matic  skate  sharpening  machine  a  method  and  an 
apparatus  according  to  the  invention  is  essentially 
simpler  and  moreover  all  the  different  kinds  of 
grinding  as  are  individually  wished  can  be  per- 

50  formed  by  the  invention.  The  only  moment  required 
to  be  carried  out  is  to  position  the  skate  in  an  skate 
holder  and  thereafter  start  the  grinding  cycle  via  a 
manual  starting  device  or,  if  the  apparatus  accord- 
ing  to  the  invention  should  be  constructed  as  a 

55  coin  operated  apparatus,  a  coin-accepting  device. 
Thereupon,  the  existing  profile  of  the  skate  blade  is 
scanned  at  the  same  time  as  at  least  a  recording  in 
a  memory,  preferably  an  electronic  memory,  of 
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measured  x-  and  y-values  takes  place  continuously 
from  a  0-position,  which  is  the  position  where  the 
device,  the  grinding  wheel,  used  for  the  scanning 
first  contacts  the  skate  blade  after  movement  in  y- 
direction  from  its  starting  position.  From  the  0- 
position  the  grinding  wheel  is  moved  only  in  con- 
tacting  state  without  grinding  during  said  recording 
of  the  x-  and  y-values  in  the  memory,  whereupon 
the  grinding  wheel  returns  to  the  0-position.  After 
eventual  correction  of  the  measured  x-  and  y- 
values  in  the  memory  to  desired  profile,  the  grind- 
ing  wheel  is  put  into  rotation  and  the  grinding 
wheel  is  guided  during  grinding  of  the  sliding  sur- 
face  of  the  skate  with  adequate  machining  (0.05  - 
0.1  mm)  along  the  path  determined  by  the  re- 
corded  (and  eventually  corrected)  x-  and  y-values. 
A  total  grinding  cycle  to  desired  grinding  profile 
can  include  several  grindings  with  appropriate  ma- 
chining  for  each  grinding  and  the  number  of  grin- 
dings  can  be  choosen  in  advance. 

The  invention  also  yields  the  possibility  to 
grind  at  least  one  straight  slide  surface  along  a  part 
of  the  profile  and  this  straight  slide  surface  can 
optionally  be  positioned  along  the  profile.  Via  for 
instance  a  key  board  the  grind  profile  recorded  in 
the  memory  is  completed  with  at  least  two  x-values 
(x1  and  x2)  from  the  0-position.  The  grinding  takes 
place  according  to  the  recorded  x-  and  y-values 
with  the  exception  that  the  grinding  wheel  grinds 
along  the  shortest  way  between  the  completed  x- 
values.  The  number  of  grindings  can  be  adapted 
so  that  machining  to  the  desired  grind  profile  (x, 
x1  ,  x2,  y)  is  obtained. 

Moreover  the  invention  makes  possible  to,  be- 
sides  ordinary  symmetric  grind  cross-section  in 
hollow  grinding,  displace  the  grinding  also  in  z- 
direction  in  the  coordinate  system  and  accordingly 
obtain  an  unsymmetrical  grind  cross-section,  which 
can  fit  certain  skaters'  skating  style.  Such  a  dis- 
placement  is  obtained  in  a  simple  way  by  arrang- 
ing  the  grinding  wheel  adjustable  in  z-direction. 

The  technique  according  to  the  invention  also 
allows,  that  an  individually  obtained  desired  grind 
profile  can  be  stored,  for  instance  be  recorded  on 
magnetic  tape,  for  repeated  use. 

It  is  from  the  above  evident,  that  the  method 
and  the  apparatus  according  to  the  invention  can 
be  made  more  or  less  advanced.  In  the  common 
case  the  x-  and  y-coordinates  are  recorded  during 
the  scanning  of  existing  profile  and  the  grinding 
takes  place  in  accordance  with  this  recording, 
eventually  after  a  certain  correction  to  desired  pro- 
file.  It  is  also  possible  to  let  the  apparatus  suggest 
a  certain  grind  profile.  In  a  more  advanced  con- 
struction  the  technique  according  to  the  invention 
also  allows  a  guiding  of  the  grind  process  with 
regard  to  the  grind  cross-section.  Moreover,  the 
invention  allows  a  storage  of  an  obtained  desired 

grind  profile  for  future  repeated  grinding. 
The  invention  is  in  the  following  described 

more  in  detail  in  some  embodiments  with  reference 
to  the  accompanying  drawings,  wherein: 

5  Fig.  1  is  a  side  view  of  an  embodiment  of  a 
machine  according  to  the  invention 
having  a  skate  inserted  into  a  skate 
holder, 

Fig.  2  shows  the  machine  according  to  Fig. 
io  1  from  above  and  with  the  skate  re- 

moved, 
Fig.  3  is  a  section  along  the  line  Ill-Ill  in 

Fig.  1  and  with  the  skate  removed, 
Fig.  4  illustrates  schematically  a  particular 

is  grind  process, 
Fig.  5  shows  a  side  view  of  the  back  por- 

tion  of  a  skate  holder  in  another  em- 
bodiment  and  more  in  detail, 

Fig.  6  shows  the  back  portion  of  the  skate 
20  holder  seen  from  above, 

Fig.  7  shows  in  a  view  corresponding  to 
Fig.  6  the  back  portion  of  the  skate 
holder  in  another  position, 

Fig.  8  illustrates  somewhat  schematically 
25  an  adjusting  device  forming  part  of 

the  skate  holder, 
Fig.  9  shows  in  larger  scale  the  encircled 

area  in  Fig.  8,  and 
Fig.  10  shows  exemplified  an  electrical  cir- 

30  cuit  for  different  operations. 
The  skate  sharpening  machine  shown  in  Figs 

1-3  consists  of  a  holder  2,  3,  5,  6  for  a  skate  A 
having  a  skate  blade  1  and  arranged  in  a  stand  8a, 
8b,  9,  10.  A  grinding  device  is  also  journalled  in  the 

35  stand  and  includes  a  grinding  wheel  18  movable  in 
both  x-  and  y-direction.  The  skate  blade  1  is  with 
its  one  end  positioned  in  a  recess  13a  in  the  holder 
component  2,  whereupon  a  manually  operated 
holder  component  3  via  a  handle  4  is  moved  into 

40  abutment  against  the  other  end  of  the  skate  blade 
to  the  position  3'  shown  with  dash-dotted  lines, 
thereby  positioning  this  end  in  a  recess  13b  in  the 
holder  component  3.  Thereupon,  a  motor  to  a  driv- 
ing  device  30  (Fig.  2)  is  started  and  pulls  a  dog 

45  means  31  towards  the  holder  component  3.  At  the 
same  time  as  the  dog  means  31  is  moved,  the 
position  for  recording  the  length  of  the  skate  blade 
is  indicated.  Pivotally  arranged  heals  5,  5'  in  the 
holder  support  the  skate  blade  1  together  with 

50  shoulders  6  included  in  the  holder. 
When  the  holder  component  3  is  pressed 

against  the  blade  1,  the  holder  components  2  and 
3  spring  inwardly  about  5  mm,  which  causes  a 
breaker  34  to  be  influenced  by  guiding  arms  35, 

55  thereby  switching  off  the  current  to  the  drive 
means  30.  At  the  same  time  as  the  holder  compo- 
nents  2  and  3  spring  inwardly,  the  support  heals  5 
and  5'  are  activated  by  set  means  33a  and  33b, 
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which  causes  the  heals  5  and  5'  to  be  pivoted 
away  to  the  position  shown  with  dash-dotted  lines 
in  Fig.  2. 

When  the  heals  5  and  5'  are  pivoted  away,  the 
electronique  indicates  that  the  skate  is  locked  and 
in  a  position  for  grinding.  A  motor  25  starts  and 
moves  the  entire  grinding  device  with  the  grinding 
wheel  18  in  x-direction  during  guidance  of  roller 
pairs  14a-d  along  guides  15a,  15b.  When  the  pe- 
riphery  of  the  grinding  wheel  18  reaches  the  front 
portion  of  the  skate  blade  1  ,  the  grinding  device  is 
pressed  in  y-direction  against  the  influence  of  a 
gas  spring  36  which  holds  the  entire  weight  of  the 
grinding  device  in  the  cradle  which  is  guided  by 
roller  pairs  20a-d  along  guides  11a  and  11b.  The 
gas  spring  36  forces  the  grinding  wheel  to  abut  the 
skate  blade  with  a  substantially  constant  force  in- 
dependent  of  the  position  in  y-direction  along  the 
blade.  See  also  Fig.  3.  Such  a  resilient  arrange- 
ment  of  the  grinding  unit,  for  instance  as  exempli- 
fied  with  the  gas  spring  arrangement,  with  a  con- 
stant  pressure  of  the  grinding  wheel  against  the 
blade  during  the  following  scanning  of  the  profile  of 
the  blade  is  a  pre-requisite  for  correct  scanning  of 
the  existing  profile  of  the  blade. 

The  motor  25  for  the  movement  of  the  cradle 
in  x-direction  via  a  spindle  12  also  drives  via  the 
spindle  a  marking  disc  23  cooperating  with  a  puis 
transmitter  24  for  delivering  pulses  to  the  control 
center  of  the  machine,  where  the  length  of  the 
skate  blade  is  stored  in  an  electronic  memory.  At 
the  same  time  as  memory  storage  of  the  move- 
ment  of  the  grinding  wheel  as  scanner  in  x-direc- 
tion  takes  place,  a  memory  recording  of  the  wheel 
movement  in  y-direction  takes  place  by  the  fact 
that  a  stationary  ball  screw  28a  (Fig.  3)  is  forced  to 
rotate  during  the  movement  of  the  grinding  unit  in 
y-direction,  and  this  screw  has  also  a  marking  disc 
28  and  a  pulse  transmitter  29.  Thus,  from  a  0- 
position,  which  is  the  position  where  the  grinding 
wheel  18  first  is  brought  into  contact  with  the  skate 
blade  after  movement  in  y-direction  from  its  start- 
ing  position,  the  existing  profile  of  the  skate  blade 
is  scanned  during  movement  of  the  grinding  wheel 
in  only  following  state  without  rotation  and  during 
simultaneous  continuous  recording  in  a  memory  of 
measured  x-  and  y-values,  whereafter  the  grinding 
wheel  returns  to  the  0-position. 

After  eventual  correction  of  the  measured  x- 
and  y-values  in  the  memory  to  desired  profile  the 
grinding  operation  takes  place.  A  motor  26  is  con- 
nected  to  the  screw  28a  via  an  electric  magnet  27. 
The  grinding  motor  16  drives  the  grinding  wheel  18 
via  a  transmission  17  and  the  grinding  operation  is 
started  from  the  0-position.  The  grinding  wheel  is 
during  the  grinding  of  the  slide  surface  of  the  skate 
guided  with  appropriate  machining  grade  along  the 
path  determined  by  the  recorded  (and  eventually 

corrected)  x-  and  y-values.  A  total  grinding  cycle  to 
desired  grind  profile  can  include  several  grindings 
with  a  machining  grade  for  each  grinding,  and  the 
number  of  grindings  can  be  selected  in  advance. 

5  After  required  number  of  grinding  movements  the 
machine  stops  and  returns  to  the  starting  position 
as  well  as  the  different  holder  components.  The 
skate  is  removed  from  the  machine  whereupon  the 
other  skate  is  inserted  and  the  recorded  measure 

io  and  the  grinding  process  is  repeated. 
Thus,  during  the  measure  and  scanning  cycle 

the  connection  between  the  ball  screw  mechanism 
28a  and  the  motor  26  is  off  and  the  ball  screw 
mechanism  is  connected  to  the  pulse  transmitter 

is  29  which  records  the  movement  of  the  grinding 
wheel  18  in  y-direction.  During  the  machining 
grinding  cycle  the  connection  between  the  ball 
screw  mechanism  and  the  motor  is  switched  on 
and  the  earlier  recorded  pulses  guide  the  driving  of 

20  the  motor  for  movement  of  the  grinding  wheel  in  y- 
direction  synchronously  with  the  recorded  move- 
ment  in  x-direction. 

The  grinding  process  described  above  is  the 
one  which  can  be  performed  in  the  simpliest  ma- 

25  chine  built  on  the  technique  according  to  the 
present  invention.  When  desired  to  perform  a  more 
advanced  grinding  of  a  skate,  for  instance  a 
change  of  grind  profile  or  a  displacement  of  a 
straight  portion  of  the  slide  surface,  the  machine 

30  can  be  completed  with  a  guidance  via  for  instance 
a  key  board. 

The  grind  profile  of  the  cross-section  can  also 
be  varied  by  abutting  different  scrapers  32  ar- 
ranged  on  rotatable  drum  22  against  the  grinding 

35  wheel  18  before  the  measure  and  scanning  cycle. 
After  that  the  periphery  of  the  grinding  wheel  has 
adopted  the  form  of  the  scraper,  a  certain  maxi- 
mum  abutment  force  will  be  exceeded,  which  re- 
sults  in  the  ceasing  of  the  scraping. 

40  Grinding  and  displacement  of  the  straight  por- 
tion  of  the  slide  surface  can  in  limited  extent  also 
take  place  with  the  use  of  a  "standard  grinding 
program",  provided  that  an  excenter  mechanism  7 
included  in  the  holder  for  the  skate  is  readjusted.  In 

45  this  case  a  minimum  machining  will  take  place  in 
the  front  or  back  of  the  skate  blade  depending  on 
whether  the  displacement  of  the  straight  surface  is 
wished  forwardly  or  backwardly. 

In  Figs  1  and  3  there  is  also  shown  exhausting 
50  means  19  which  both  collects  and  discharges  ma- 

chining  and  grinding  particles  to  a  collecting  con- 
tainer.  Said  exhausting  means  can  preferably  be 
connected  to  the  suction  side  of  a  fan. 

Fig.  4  schematically  illustrates  a  particular 
55  grinding  process  obtained  by  completing,  as  men- 

tioned  above,  the  machine  with  a  guidance  via  for 
instance  a  key  board  in  order  to  grind  or  move  at 
least  one  straight  portion  on  the  grind  profile.  The 

4 
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excentrics  7a  and  7b  make  possible  an  optional 
positioning  or  movement  of  at  least  one  straight 
slide  surface  on  the  grind  profile  and  such  that  a 
minimum  machining  of  the  skate  blade  is  obtained. 
The  grind  profile  recorded  in  the  memory  can  via 
for  instance  the  key  board  be  completed  with  at 
least  two  x-values  x1  and  x2  from  the  0-line.  The 
grinding  takes  place  according  to  the  recorded  x- 
and  y-values  with  the  exception  that  the  grinding 
wheel  grinds  along  the  shortest  way  between  x1 
and  x2.  The  number  of  grindings  can  be  adapted 
such  that  the  machining  t  to  the  desired  grind 
profile  x,  x1,  x2,  y  is  obtained. 

Figs  5-7  show  an  embodiment  of  a  skate  hold- 
er  according  to  the  invention  preferred  for  the  time 
being.  Only  one  end  portion  of  the  holder  is  shown. 
The  holder  component  102  corresponding  to  the 
holder  component  2  in  previously  described  em- 
bodiment  is  fixed,  while  opposite  holder  component 
102  corresponding  to  holder  component  3  in  the 
previous  embodiment  is  running  freely.  A  holder 
component  103  is  arranged  inside  each  holder 
component  102  and  consists  of  two  angle  clamp 
pieces  105  provided  with  rolls  116,  tension  springs 
104  and  pivots  107,  about  which  the  clamp  pieces 
105  are  pivotable.  Moreover,  a  support  arm  109 
provided  with  an  excentric  113  in  one  end  is  ar- 
ranged  below  the  clamp  pieces  105  and  the  sup- 
port  arm  is  pivotable  about  a  pivot  112.  The  sup- 
port  arm  109  is  in  the  other  end  provided  with  an 
oblique  groove  110  cooperating  with  a  guide  pin 
111.  Two  supports  108  connected  to  the  holder 
component  102  via  arms  108a  are  furthermore  ar- 
ranged  above  the  excentric  113. 

The  skate  in  inserted  with  the  blade  end  abut- 
ting  against  the  holder  component  103.  The  blade 
is  guided  down  into  correct  position,  is  adjusted  by 
the  supports  108  and  rest  upon  the  excentric  113. 
By  means  of  a  handle  corresponding  to  the  handle 
4  in  previously  described  embodiment  the  freely 
running  holder  component  102  is  moved  against 
the  opposite  end  of  the  blade.  Driving  means  cor- 
responding  to  driving  means  30  in  previous  em- 
bodiment  is  activated  and  pulls  a  dog  correspond- 
ing  to  the  dog  31  against  the  holder  component 
102.  The  force  is  transmitted  via  the  skate  blade  to 
pins  114  and  springs  115.  Upon  the  spring  action 
rolls  116  are  influenced  such  that  the  clamp  pieces 
105  are  pivoted  about  the  pivots  107  and  the  jaws 
106  clamp  firmly  the  skate  blade  and  straighten  it 
vertically.  After  a  certain  spring  action  the  arm  109 
is  influenced  and  via  the  oblique  groove  110  and 
the  guide  pin  111  the  arm  is  pivoted  outwardly. 
This  position  is  shown  in  Fig.  7.  The  grinding  wheel 
has  now  free  passage  for  its  operations.  When 
maximum  clamp  force  has  been  obtained  in  the 
clamping  between  the  jaws  106  a  plate  117  abut- 
ting  the  outside  of  the  holder  component  102  has 

reached  a  limit  switch  118  and  the  set  function  is 
ceased.  The  skate  is  locked. 

After  finished  grinding  cycle  the  set  means 
returns  to  starting  position,  the  springs  115  press 

5  the  holder  component  103  back  to  its  initial  posi- 
tion,  the  springs  104  open  the  clamp  pieces  105, 
and  the  guide  pin  111  moves  the  arm  109  back  to 
the  starting  position. 

Figs  8  and  9,  finally,  show  exemplified  a  setting 
io  means  included  in  the  skate  holder  in  order  to 

obtain  unsymmetrical  grind  cross-sections  besides 
a  symmetrical  cross-section.  The  grinding  wheel 
119  is  via  the  transmission  120  driven  by  driving 
motor  121.  A  shaft  122  is  pivotably  arranged  by 

is  means  of  a  handle  123  from  a  symmetrical  0- 
position  for  the  grinding  wheel  either  to  the  left  or 
to  the  right,  as  illustrated  in  Fig.  9  to  an  unsym- 
metrical  V-position  or  H-position  for  the  cross-sec- 
tion. 

20  Fig.  10  illustrates  the  electrical  circuit  for  the 
machine.  The  circuit  is  per  se  conventional  and 
therefore  not  described. 

The  invention  is  not  limited  to  the  embodi- 
ments  described  above  but  can  be  modified  in 

25  different  ways  within  the  scope  of  the  following 
claims.  Thus,  the  technique  according  to  the  inven- 
tion  for  instance  also  allows  that  an  individually 
obtained  "successful"  grind  profile  can  be  stored 
on  for  instance  a  magnetic  card  in  code  form  and 

30  such  a  card  can  later  on  be  used  upon  repeated 
grindings  of  the  skates.  The  machine  can  further- 
more  be  developped  to  a  coin  and  note  activable 
automatic  machine  provided  with  means  for  receiv- 
ing  and  scanning  payment  means,  wherein  after 

35  correct  payment  a  skate-receiving  space  in  the 
machine  becomes  available.  The  technique  accord- 
ing  to  the  invention  can  also  be  developped  in  such 
a  way  that  a  manually  programmable  computer, 
communicatable  via  a  key  board,  is  connected  to 

40  the  machine.  In  the  memory  of  such  a  computer  it 
is  possible  to  store  information  about  ice,  air  mois- 
ture,  temperature,  skater's  weight,  type  of  skating 
to  be  practiced,  skate  manufacture,  etc,  and  the 
computer  calculates  an  appropriate  grind  profile 

45  and  an  appropriate  grind  cross-section. 

Claims 

1.  A  method  for  automatically  sharpening  the 
50  slide  surface  of  a  skate  to  restore  the  sliding 

surface  after  wearing  to  a  desired  profile  with 
regard  to  at  least  two  directions  x  and  y  in  a 
coordinate  system,  one  of  said  directions  cor- 
responding  to  the  longitudinal  direction  of  the 

55  slide  surface,  using  a  rotatable  grinding  wheel, 
said  grinding  wheel  being  movable  by  guide 
means  in  said  x-and  y-directions,  character- 
ized  In  the  steps  of: 

5 
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forcing  said  grinding  wheel  in  a  non-grind- 
ing  state  with  a  substantially  constant  contact 
pressure  at  measuring  points  against  the  slide 
surface  for  scanning  and  determining  a  plural- 
ity  of  x-  and  y-coordinates  for  the  existing 
profile  of  the  slide  surface  by  moving  said 
grinding  wheel  in  said  x-  and  y-directions; 

recording  during  said  scanning  the  x-and 
y-coordinates  in  a  memory; 

forcing  the  grinding  wheel  in  rotating  grind- 
ing  state  against  the  slide  surface  and  govern- 
ing,  during  the  machine  grinding  of  the  slide 
surface,  in  response  to  signals  from  the  mem- 
ory,  the  movement  of  the  grinding  wheel  in  x- 
and  y-direction  according  to  the  path  deter- 
mined  by  the  x-  and  y-coordinates  recorded  in 
the  memory. 

2.  A  method  according  to  claim  1,  further  com- 
prising  the  steps  of  correcting  the  scanned 
recorded  coordinates  in  the  memory  before  the 
grinding. 

3.  A  method  according  to  claim  1  and  2,  further 
comprising  grinding  at  least  a  straight  slide 
surface  along  a  portion  of  the  profile. 

4.  A  method  according  to  any  of  the  preceding 
claims,  further  comprising  the  step  of  adjusting 
the  grinding  wheel  in  a  direction  perpendicular 
to  the  longitudinal  extension  of  the  slide  sur- 
face,  i.e.  in  the  z-direction  of  the  coordinate 
system. 

5.  An  apparatus  for  automatically  sharpening  the 
slide  surface  of  a  skate  to  restore  the  sliding 
surface  after  wearing  to  a  desired  profile  with 
regard  to  at  least  two  directions  x  and  y  in  a 
coordinate  system,  one  of  said  directions  cor- 
responding  to  a  longitudinal  direction  of  the 
slide  surface  comprising 

a  rotatable  grinding  wheel  (18,119)  for 
grinding  said  profile, 

driving  means  (26,121)  for  rotating  the 
grinding  wheel, 

guide  means  (1415,20,21)  for  providing  a 
movement  of  said  grinding  wheel  in  said  x-and 
y-directions, 

characterized  in  means  for  disconnecting 
said  driving  means  (16,121)  during  scanning 
by  said  grinding  wheel  (18,119)  in  said  non- 
grinding  state  of  the  existing  profile  of  said 
slide  surface, 

means  (36)  for  creating  a  substantially 
constant  pressure  of  the  grinding  wheel  against 
the  slide  surface  at  a  plurality  of  measuring 
points  during  said  scanning,  and  for  determin- 
ing  x-and  y-coordinates  at  said  measuring 

points, 
means  (23,24,28,29)  for  recording  in  a 

memory  said  x-  and  y-coordinates  correspond- 
ing  to  the  scanned  profile  of  said  slide  surface, 

5  means  for  connecting  said  driving  means 
of  the  grinding  wheel  during  a  subsequent 
grinding  operation,  and 

means  (26,27,28a)  connected  to  said  re- 
cording  means  for  controlling,  during  said 

io  grinding  operation,  the  movement  of  the  grind- 
ing  wheel  in  x-  and  y-direction  according  to  the 
path  determined  by  the  recorded  x-  and  y- 
coordinates. 

is  6.  An  apparatus  according  to  claim  5  including 
means  (7,X1  ,X2)  for  grinding  at  least  a  straight 
slide  surface  along  a  portion  of  the  profile. 

7.  An  apparatus  according  to  claim  5  or  6,  includ- 
20  ing  adjustment  means  (122,127)  for  parallel 

displacement  of  the  grinding  wheel  (119)  in  the 
z-direction  of  the  coordinate  system. 

8.  An  apparatus  according  to  any  of  claims  5-7, 
25  wherein  said  means  for  recording  the  x-  and  y- 

coordinates  comprises  a  marking  disc  (23,28) 
and  pulse  transmitter  (24,29). 

9.  An  apparatus  according  to  any  of  claims  5-7, 
30  including  support  means  (109)  for  temporary 

support  of  the  skate  blade  (1)  after  positioning 
of  the  skate  in  the  machine,  two  means  (103) 
movable  relative  to  each  other  in  the  x-direc- 
tion  for  movement  towards  each  other  after  the 

35  positioning  of  the  skate  thereby  to  cause  said 
two  means  to  abut  against  the  ends  of  the 
skate  blade,  with  the  securement  of  the  skate 
blade  and  said  support  means  being  adapted 
to  be  simultaneously  removed  with  the  slide 

40  surface  of  the  skate  blade  being  exposed. 

10.  An  apparatus  according  to  any  of  claims  5-9, 
including  means  for  receiving  and  scanning 
payment  means  for  access  to  the  machine. 

45 
Revendications 

1.  Procede  d'affutage  automatique  de  la  surface 
de  glissement  d'un  patin  pour,  apres  usure, 

50  redonner  a  cette  surface  de  glissement  un 
profit  desire  dans  au  moins  deux  directions  x 
et  y  d'un  systeme  de  coordonnees,  une  desdi- 
tes  directions  correspondant  a  la  direction  lon- 
gitudinale  de  la  surface  de  glissement,  ce  pro- 

55  cede  utilisant  une  meule  rotative,  laquelle  meu- 
le  est  mobile  dans  lesdites  directions  x  et  y 
grace  a  des  moyens  de  guidage, 

caracterise  par  les  operations  selon  les- 

6 
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quelles: 
on  appuie  ladite  meule  dans  un  etat  de 
nonmeulage,  avec  une  pression  de 
contact  sensiblement  constante,  en  des 
points  de  mesure  contre  la  surface  de 
glissement  pour  balayer  et  determiner 
une  pluralite  de  coordonnees  x  et  y  cor- 
respondent  au  profit  existant  de  la  surfa- 
ce  de  glissement  en  deplagant  ladite 
meule  dans  lesdites  directions  x  et  y  ; 
on  enregistre,  pendant  ledit  balayage,  les 
coordonnees  x  et  y  dans  une  memoire  ; 
on  appuie  ladite  meule,  dans  un  etat  de 
meulage  par  rotation,  contre  la  surface 
de  glissement,  et  on  dirige,  pendant  I'usi- 
nage  par  meulage  de  la  surface  de  glis- 
sement,  en  fonction  de  signaux  prove- 
nant  de  la  memoire,  le  deplacement  de 
la  meule  dans  les  directions  x  et  y  selon 
le  trajet  determine  par  les  coordonnees 
en  x  et  y  enregistrees  dans  la  memoire. 

2.  Procede  selon  la  revendication  1,  comprenant 
en  outre  les  operations  de  correction  des  coor- 
donnees  balayees  et  enregistrees  dans  la  me- 
moire,  avant  le  meulage. 

3.  Procede  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendi- 
cations  1  ou  2,  comprenant  en  outre  le  meula- 
ge  d'au  moins  une  surface  de  glissement  recti- 
ligne  sur  une  partie  du  profit. 

4.  Procede  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendi- 
cations  precedentes,  comprenant  en  outre 
I'operation  de  reglage  de  la  meule  dans  une 
direction  perpendiculaire  a  I'extension  longitu- 
dinale  de  la  surface  de  glissement,  c'est-a-dire 
dans  la  direction  z  du  systeme  de  coordon- 
nees. 

5.  Appareil  d'affutage  automatique  de  la  surface 
de  glissement  d'un  patin  pour,  apres  usure, 
redonner  a  cette  surface  de  glissement  un 
profit  desire  dans  au  moins  deux  directions  x 
et  y  d'un  systeme  de  coordonnees,  une  desdi- 
tes  directions  correspondant  a  la  direction  lon- 
gitudinale  de  la  surface  de  glissement,  com- 
prenant  : 

une  meule  rotative  (18,  119)  pour  meuler 
ledit  profit, 
des  moyens  d'entraTnement  (16,121) 
sans  faire  tourner  la  meule, 
des  moyens  de  guidage  (14,15,20,21) 
pour  permettre  un  deplacement  de  ladite 
meule  dans  lesdites  directions  x  et  y, 
caracterise  par 
des  moyens  pour  deconnecter  lesdits 
moyens  d'entraTnement  (16,  21)  pendant 

le  balayage,  au  moyen  de  ladite  meule 
(18,119)  dans  ledit  etat  de  non-meulage, 
du  profit  existant  de  ladite  surface  de 
glissement, 

5  des  moyens  (36)  pour  creer  une  pression 
sensiblement  constante  de  la  meule 
contre  la  surface  de  glissement  en  une 
pluralite  de  points  de  mesure  pendant 
ledit  balayage,  et  pour  determiner  les 

io  coordonnees  x  et  y  en  ces  points  de 
mesure, 
des  moyens  (23,24,28,29)  pour  enregis- 
trer  dans  une  memoire  lesdites  coordon- 
nees  x  et  y  correspondant  au  profil  ba- 

15  laye  de  ladite  surface  de  glissement, 
des  moyens  pour  connecter  lesdits 
moyens  d'entraTnement  de  la  meule  lors 
d'une  operation  de  meulage  suivante  ;  et 
des  moyens  (26,27,28a)  connectes  aux- 

20  dits  moyens  d'enregistrement  pour  com- 
mander,  lors  de  ladite  operation  de  meu- 
lage,  le  deplacement  de  la  meule  dans 
les  directions  x  et  y  selon  le  trajet  deter- 
mine  par  les  coordonnees  x  et  y  enregis- 

25  trees. 

6.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  5,  comprenant 
des  moyens  (7,X1,X2)  pour  meuler  au  moins 
une  surface  de  glissement  rectiligne  sur  une 

30  partie  du  profil. 

7.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  5  ou  6,  com- 
prenant  des  moyens  de  reglage  (122,127)  pour 
un  deplacement  parallele  de  la  meule  (119) 

35  dans  la  direction  z  du  systeme  de  coordon- 
nees. 

8.  Appareil  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendi- 
cations  5  a  7,  dans  lequel  lesdits  moyens 

40  d'enregistrement  des  coordonnees  x  et  y  com- 
prennent  un  disque  de  marquage  (23,28)  et  un 
transmetteur  a  impulsions  (24,29). 

9.  Appareil  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendi- 
45  cations  5  a  7,  comprenant  des  moyens  de 

support  (109)  pour  le  support  momentane  de 
la  lame  (1)  de  patin  apres  le  placement  du 
patin  dans  la  machine,  deux  moyens  (103) 
deplagables  I'un  par  rapport  a  I'autre  dans  la 

50  direction  en  x,  pour  etre  rapproches  I'un  de 
I'autre  apres  le  placement  du  patin  et  faire 
ainsi  que  ces  deux  dits  moyens  viennent  buter 
contre  les  extremites  de  la  lame  de  patin,  la 
fixation  de  la  lame  de  patin  et  lesdits  moyens 

55  de  support  etant  agences  pour  etre  retires  en 
meme  temps  quand  on  expose  la  surface  du 
glissement  de  la  lame  de  patin. 

7 
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10.  Appareil  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendi- 
cations  5  a  9,  comprenant  des  moyens  pour 
recevoir  et  lire  des  moyens  de  paiement  pour 
acceder  a  la  machine. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Verfahren  zum  automatischen  Scharfen  der 
Gleitflache  eines  Schlittschuhs  urn  die  Gleitfla- 
che  nach  Abnutzung  auf  ein  gewunschtes  Pro- 
fil  hinsichtlich  mindestens  zweier  Richtungen  X 
und  Y  in  einem  Koordinatensystem  wiederher- 
zustellen,  wobei  eine  dieser  Richtungen  der 
longitudinalen  Richtung  der  Gleitflache  ent- 
spricht,  wobei  ein  drehbares  Schleifrad  ge- 
braucht  wird,  das  beweglich  ist  in  diese  X-  und 
Y-Richtungen  mit  Hilfe  von  Fuhrungseinrichtun- 
gen,  geken  nzeichnet  durch  die  Schritte: 
Drucken  des  Schleifrads  in  einen  Nichtschleif- 
zustand  mit  einem  im  wesentlichen  konstanten 
Anprefidruck  an  Mefipunkten  gegen  die  Gleit- 
flache  zur  Abtastung  und  Bestimmung  einer 
Vielzahl  von  X-  und  Y-Koordinaten  fur  das  be- 
stehende  Profil  der  Gleitflache  indem  das 
Schleifrad  in  diesen  X-  und  Y-Richtungen  be- 
wegt  wird, 
Aufzeichnung  wahrend  des  Abtastens  der  X- 
und  Y-Koordinaten  in  einen  Speicher, 
Drucken  des  Schleifrads  in  drehenden  schlei- 
fenden  Zustand  gegen  die  Gleitflache  und  Re- 
geln  wahrend  die  Maschine  die  Gleitflache 
schleift  in  Antwort  auf  Signale  von  dem  Spei- 
cher,  wobei  die  Bewegung  des  Schleifrads  in 
X-  und  Y-Richtung  entsprechend  dem  Weg  ist, 
der  durch  die  X-  und  Y-Koordinaten,  die  in 
dem  Speicher  aufgenommen  sind,  bestimmt 
ist. 

2.  Verfahren  gemafi  Anspruch  1,  welches  weiter- 
hin  die  Schritte  aufweist: 
Korrigieren  der  abgetasteten  aufgenommenen 
Koordinaten  in  dem  Speicher  vor  dem  Schlei- 
fen. 

3.  Verfahren  gemafi  Anspruch  1  und  2,  das  wei- 
terhin  Schleifen  mindestens  einer  geraden 
Gleitflache  entlang  eines  Teils  des  Profils  urn- 
fafit. 

4.  Verfahren  gemafi  einem  der  vorhergehenden 
Anspruche,  welche  den  Schritt  des  Einstellens 
des  Schleifrads  in  einer  Richtung  senkrecht  zu 
der  longitudinalen  Erstreckung  der  Gleitflache, 
d.h.  in  der  Z  Richtung  des  Koordinatensy- 
stems,  aufweist. 

5.  Vorrichtung  zum  automatischen  Scharfen  der 
Gleitflache  eines  Schlittschuhs  urn  die  Gleitfla- 

che  nach  Abnutzung  auf  ein  gewunschtes  Pro- 
fil  wiederherzustellen  hinsichtlich  mindestens 
zweier  Richtungen  X  und  Y  in  einem  Koordina- 
tensystem,  wobei  eine  dieser  Richtungen  der 

5  longitudinalen  Richtung  der  Gleitflache  ent- 
spricht,  mit  einem  drehbaren  Schleifrad  (18, 
119)  zum  Schleifen  des  Profils,  Antriebsein- 
richtungen  (16,  121)  zum  Drehen  des  Schlei- 
frades,  Fuhrungseinrichtungen  (14,  15,  20,  21) 

io  urn  eine  Bewegung  des  Schleifrads  in  diese  X 
und  Y  Richtungen  bereitzustellen, 
gekennzeichnet  durch 
Einrichtungen  zum  Losen  der  Antriebseinrich- 
tungen  (16,  121)  wahrend  dem  Abtasten  durch 

is  das  Schleifrad  (18,  119)  in  dem  nichtschleifen- 
den  Zustand  des  bestehenden  Profils  der 
Gleitflache,  Einrichtungen  (36)  zur  Erzeugung 
eines  im  wesentlichen  konstanten  Druckes  des 
Schleifrades  gegen  die  Gleitflache  an  einer 

20  Vielzahl  von  Mefipunkten  wahrend  des  Abta- 
stens  und  zur  Bestimmung  von  X-  und  Y- 
Koordinaten  an  diesen  Mefipunkten, 
Einrichtungen  (23,  24,  28,  29)  zur  Aufzeich- 
nung  in  einem  Speicher  dieser  X-  und  Y-Koor- 

25  dinaten,  die  dem  abgetasteten  Profil  der  Gleit- 
flache  entsprechen, 
Einrichtungen  zur  Verbindung  der  Antriebsein- 
richtungen  des  Schleifrads  wahrend  eines  an- 
schliefienden  Schleifvorgangs,  und 

30  Einrichtungen  (26,  27,  28a),  die  mit  den  Auf- 
nahmeeinrichtungen  verbunden  sind  zur  Kon- 
trolle  wahrend  des  Schleifvorgangs,  wobei  die 
Bewegung  des  Schleifrads  in  X-  und  Y-Rich- 
tung  dem  Weg  entspricht,  der  durch  die  aufge- 

35  nommenen  X-  und  Y-Koordinaten  bestimmt  ist. 

6.  Vorrichtung  gemafi  Anspruch  5,  die  Einrichtun- 
gen  (7,  X1,  X2)  zum  Schleifen  mindestens 
einer  der  geraden  Gleitflachen  entlang  eines 

40  Teiles  des  Profiles  aufweist. 

7.  Vorrichtung  gemafi  Anspruch  5  oder  6,  die 
Einstelleinrichtungen  (122,  127)  beinhaltet  zum 
parallelen  Verschieben  des  Schleifrads  (119)  in 

45  der  Z-Richtung  des  Koordinatensystems. 

8.  Vorrichtung  gemafi  einem  der  Anspruche  5  bis 
7,  wobei  die  Einrichtung  zur  Aufnahme  der  X- 
und  Y-Koordinaten  eine  Kennzeichnungsschei- 

50  be  (23,  28)  und  Impulsubertrager  (24,  29)  urn- 
fafit. 

9.  Vorrichtung  gemafi  einem  der  Anspruche  5  bis 
7,  die  beinhaltet;  Stutzeinrichtung  (109)  zum 

55  zeitweiligen  Stutzen  der  Schlittschuhkufe  (1) 
nach  Positionierung  des  Schlittschuhs  in  der 
Maschine,  zwei  Einrichtungen  (103),  die  relativ 
zueinander  in  der  X-Richtung  beweglich  sind 

8 
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zur  Bewegung  aufeinanderzu  nach  der  Positio- 
nierung  des  Schlittschuhs,  wodurch  die  zwei 
Einrichtungen  veranla/St  werden  sich  gegen  die 
Enden  der  Schlittschuhkufe  anzulegen,  wobei 
die  Sicherung  der  Schlittschuhkufe  und  die  5 
Stutzeinrichtung  so  ausgebildet  sind,  da/S  sie 
gleichzeitig  entfernt  werden  konnen  mit  der 
Gleitflache  der  exponierten  Schlittschuhkufe. 

10.  Vorrichtung  gema/S  einem  der  Anspruche  5  bis  10 
9,  die  Einrichtungen  zur  Aufnahme  und  Abta- 
stung  von  Zahlmitteln  fur  den  Zugang  zu  der 
Maschine  aufweisen. 
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